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Today I officially launched the website for my new company SOFTECHMATRIX. This is a dutch-
language website about Open Source Consulting and Deployment. Deploying XOOPS for
several applications is part of my services.

The layout is based on the great Imago06 theme-series. However, I took it a whole lot further
(well, I like to think so). No graphics of the original Imago-theme where used as all graphics
where made from scratch to integrate into the design. Furthermore I added graphical buttons to
loose the basic XOOPS-look. I also implemented a asymetric layout for the center-collumns,
again to loose the basic 'this is a portal-system' look.

Some module-stuff on the site is still in english as I'm working on the translations. All dutch
module translations will be released as soon as I get to it.

Let me know what you think about the site. I'm looking forward to the replies here. Also feel free
to create a login at my site and put your comments where appropriate, or sign the Guestbook.

The site can be found at:
http://www.softechmatrix.nl

For those that can read Dutch and are interested, I have a fairly in-depth document on the site
about selecting a Portal-system and why I think XOOPS is one of the best (if not THE best) :
Het XOOPS-platform

http://www.softechmatrix.nl/modules/articles/article.php?id=34
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